
From: s allison
To: Steve Ladwig; Richard Clompus; Tom Davies; Dave Grover; Jack West; Eli Naffah; Gabe Adams; Dwight Miller
Subject: Vote Yes for HBMWD connection on Oct 12, 2021
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 7:43:07 AM

We are strong supporters of the HBMWD connection to ensure ongoing water supply to the city of Trinidad.  
Please vote to support this critical measure.  

Susan and Mike Allison
826 Edwards Street
Trinidad CA 95570
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From: Donald Bremm
To: sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov; dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov;

rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov; City Clerk; Trinidad Manager
Subject: Water pipeline from HBMWD to Trinidad
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 4:43:31 PM

Dear City of Trinidad Board Members,

My stance on this subject has not changed since my last two letters urging you to vote NO support for this
project.  I again urge you to again vote no and would hope you would instead consider the many
alternatives for securing and enhancing water availability proposed by Supervisor Steve Madrone in his
October 8th, 2021 letter to you, the City Council.  

Thank all of you for your efforts and your precious time dedicated to this matter,

Donald Bremm
1000 Moonstone Cross Road
Trinidad, CA 

and 

Moonstone Crossing Wine Tasting Room
529 Trinity St.
Trinidad, CA
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From: Laraine Cook
To: Trinidad City Clerk; Steve Ladwig; Tom Davies; Jack West; Richard Clompus; David Grover
Cc: Trinidad City Manager
Subject: Vote Yes for HBMWD connection on Oct 12, 2021
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 4:34:06 PM

To:  City Councilors, 
Fr:  Laraine Cook, 785 Underwood Dr, Trinidad, CA
Re: Additional water for Trinidad AND the Rancheria

The discussion about water is serious ... whether we should act to
acquire more, or 
to ignore information we are all receiving about global warming
and possible water scarcity in our very own city of Trinidad.

YES -- we need more access to Humboldt Bay water.

Please vote to acquire more water for our community by
partnering with our neighbors, the Trinidad Rancheria.

Thank you,
Laraine Cook
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From: samantha everett
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Counsel Members
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:08:10 PM

My name is Samantha Everett. I have lived here for many years as a land owner who resides on the land. This is the
forth letter I have written to the City Counsel addressing water and how it will be used in Trinidad. I strongly oppose
a pipe line and all the ramifications that would bring into Trinidad and the surrounding area. I have read Supervisor
Madrone’s  proposals for how Trinidad’s water system can be improved and agree that those proposals should be
implemented. Why hasn’t at the very least the leaking pipes been addressed? And why isn’t the City Counsel
listening to the people who live and love Trinidad? No on the pipeline!

Samantha Everett
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From: Jason Gabriel
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Mad River water
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 3:08:16 PM

Ye Hey this is Jason Gabriel and I am for getting Mad River water as long as it's within their
means

Sent from AT&T Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Karin glinden
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: City water vote
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 8:20:54 PM

Again, as a Trinidad water recipient, I believe the most reasonable solution is to hook up to
hmwsd.

 I find both Paula Levine's research, along with Richard Clompus' reasoning the most thorough
and compelling. Time is of the essence. The drought is real, climate change is real.

Sincerely,
Karin Glinden
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October 12, 2021 

To Trinidad City Council, Trinidad Mayor, Trinidad City Manager; 

 

I strongly oppose Trinidad’s reconsideration of involvement in a water pipeline. My position on this has 
not changed. You have already voted no twice. Is it fair to continue to bring this up for a vote? Is there a 
limit to the number of times this can be done?  

More water will likely bring more growth. Let’s keep Trinidad the way it is for as long as possible.  

There are more reasonable alternatives. The cost of a pipeline will be high. Much too high. I prefer to 
conserve resources as opposed to bringing more in. Let’s live within our means. 

 
Thank you, 

Alan Grau 

 

 



From: audi hjerpe
To: Trinidad City Clerk
Subject: City of Trinidad, Town Council Meeting of 10/12/21; Water Pipeline Proposal
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 9:01:27 PM

Dear Trinidad City Council:
I am a City of Trinidad water customer.  I have lived in Trinidad for 45 years.  
I am encouraging the City Council to fix our existing water system in an affordable way with
the grants available to do so, as the details have been described by our Supervisor Steve
Madrone.  With his level of expertise and knowledge, Trinidad should put our trust in his
advice.  His only motivation is to solve our water problem in an affordable, sustainable way
while maintaining the character of our cherished town of Trinidad.
I am urging the Council to vote against any participation in the study and development of a
pipeline to bring water from Eureka to Trinidad.  I do not feel it is in the City's best interest to
participate in a selfish, financially motivated decision to pipe water to Trinidad.  It will
support huge growth and development, including a 100 room hotel, gas station, RV park, an
even larger casino and a freeway interchange that includes the widening of Westhaven Drive,
all of which will drive further growth and development.
Audi Voss
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From: Katrin Homan
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov; sladwig@trinidad.ca.gov; jwest@trinidad.ca.gov; rclompus@trinidad.ca.gov;

dgrover@trinidad.ca.gov; tdavies@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Vote YES on HBMWD
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 11:24:06 PM

  
October 12, 2021 Trinidad City Council Meeting
DISCUSSION/ACTION AGENDA ITEM   #2 - Discussion/Decision regarding City 
Water Supply

Dear Trinidad City Council Members,

Please choose Action Option 1:  Commit now to share in a water pipeline with the Trinidad
Rancheria to supply water from the Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District, send
representatives to the HBMWD Board meeting on October 14, 2021, and begin to negotiate a
contract for water via a pipeline. vote YES!

Connecting to Humboldt Bay Municipal Water District by extending the pipeline from 
the Trinidad Rancheria to the City’s Water system is a practical and most realistic 
solution to ensure future water security for Trinidad’s residents.

Thank you,
Katrin Homan
Owner of property on Anderson Lane, Trinidad, California
(not a water customer)
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From: ALLIE LINDGREN
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: No on the pipe line
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 7:19:32 PM

I don't live in the city limits of Trinidad but I don't know what that had to with the pipeline.
That pipeline is going to affect the complete area of the most beautiful area of northern
California. This is my home, my family lived at 130 Langford Rd since 1914 worked very
hard to make it what it is today, one beautiful piece of property. It is about 1 mile or so from
the. Rancheria so that pipeline will have some affect on the areas surrounding it. There are so
many negative things out there 
about this about pipeline, I can't understand why the Trinidad Council can just say "No" and
move on to Steve Madrone good ideas.
Thanks
Allie Lindgren
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From: Heather Lovig
To: To: Trinidad City Clerk; Steve Ladwig; Tom Davies; Jack West; Richard Clompus; David Grover; Cc: Trinidad City

Manager
Subject: Voting Yes for HBMWD connection and this is why....
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 9:26:19 PM

Dear City Council,
 
I hope this letter finds you well. My husband and I bought our home on Underwood drive last
year. We hope to be long-time residents. We see ourselves growing old in our home and one
day being able to pass it on to our daughter. We are completely invested in this town. Our first
date was at the Beachcomber, we got married at the Lost Whale Inn and I lived in Westhaven
for many years before hand. When I think about Trinidad’s water system, I keep coming back
to these things; Being able to live here sustainably in our home for at least the next (God
willing) 40+ years to come. I do like the idea of sustainability at a local level and the
groundwater recharging ponds. At the same time I have major concerns about the longevity of
such a system/series of systems in the decades to come. Even now we are in a drought year
and with climate change, I sense that we will be experiencing more of this to come. 
 
It feels important to me to have a system in place that I can fully trust, that I know will be able
to source water to my home for the next 40+ years even with droughts and more severe
droughts ahead of us. I am 100% in favor, for these reasons, for our town to take the
opportunity and tie into the HBMWD pipeline. 
 
I understand that there are many who aren’t in favor of this, the primary reason being out of
concern that access to more water will allow for more development and expansion to
Trinidad’s outlying areas. I do think this is a valid fear. At the same time it does not feel good
to me as a homeowner that those who don’t live here in-town and who would not be directly
impacted by such a crucial decision, have an incredible influence over not being able to tie
into a secure water source for myself and my wonderful neighbors. 
 
So this is my question to you: Is there a solution where the town can both guarantee water to
generations to come in our town by tying into HBMWD pipeline while at the same time having
a clause or some type of limitation where it can only be used by the residents of the town of
Trinidad? That way development of outlying areas can still be protected? I don’t understand
why it has to be one way or the other.
 
Lastly, I would like to know what you as the city council have in place as a backup plan for the
homeowners of Trinidad if you do move forward with groundwater recharging ponds and at
some point they are no longer effective. Does this mean that we as the homeowners have to
pay for water to be brought in? This is truly an honest question as I have experienced this
during very big drought years in two different locations, in Arcata and Westhaven although I
have always been very conservative with my water usage. 
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Please don’t let the voices of us who live in-town get drowned out by the opinions and fears of
others who have their own vested interests at heart. Thank you for your time.
 
Warmly,
Heather Lovig
795 Underwood Dr.



Trinidad Area Residents and City Council members    October 11, 2021 
 
 
Good evening. So it would seem Mark Twain was correct when he said “Whisky is for drinking 
and water is for fighting over”. But does it really have to be this way. 
 
Both sides of this discussion have been accused of using fear as a bases of motivation. The 
growth inducing element of unlimited water is a documented fact; so is climate change but its 
impact on our watershed is conjecture and projections; either way collecting more rain water in 
centralized and distributed tanks and ground water storage, along with conservation and fixing 
leaks is a good thing. It does not matter what our source of water is, the above improvements 
make sense. From the City Engineers report…”The City’s current water supply, treatment, 
storage, and distribution system should continue to be maintained and improved to provide a 
robust system whether the City chooses to augment their water supply with HBMWD water or 
not”. 
 
Lets lower the temp and see where we have agreement on water issues and work on that; 
Given the information we now have from the City Engineer Option 2 makes sense to me.  
 
The engineers report says…“GHD was asked to conduct a preliminary hydraulic evaluation to 
determine if the proposed 6- inch diameter pipe would be sufficient to supply the anticipated 
needs of both the Trinidad Rancheria and the City of Trinidad or if a larger line would be 
appropriate….Based on this, it appears that a nominal 6-inch diameter pipe flowing at 315 gpm 
does have the capacity to supply both the City’s and Trinidad Rancheria’s daily demands.” 
 The City managers report goes on to say…”A decision now for HBMWD water would have 
been necessary if the pipe size to accommodate Trinidad would have to be larger. Since the 
proposed 6-inch waterline is sufficient for both water systems then the City can rely on the 
Luffenholtz Creek Watershed for water supply for now, and consider Humboldt Bay Municipal 
Water after the pipeline to the Trinidad Rancheria is built. This will allow the City time to look 
into grant funding if it chooses to pursue that option, and further analyze the sufficiency of the 
watershed for Trinidad’s needs”. We also need to analyze the impact of all this on water rates. 
 
In addition…the engineer states that…”Once the construction of the project is complete, 
operable, and acceptable to the HMBWD, it is deeded over to the District and the District 
operates and maintains it to deliver water per the service agreement”. McKinleyville chose not to 
tie into the HBMWD system initially, but after some years tied in. Trinidad would be in the same 
position and could tie in later if needed. 
 
Increased storage is part of the solution. A Personal water storage tank of 5,000 gallons/100 
gpd (for 2 people) = 50 days of emergency storage even after the City tanks go empty. These 
tanks can be filled by rainwater off your roof. That is 50 days, so if you are concerned about 
your water running out then this is a great option. From the engineers report…,” it appears 
likely that there will be times in the future when the City must reduce extractions. The situation 
could get to the point such that the City will not be allowed to extract any water until rainfall 
brings the creek flows up. Such a situation could potentially last for weeks and the City’s tanks 



could run dry”. Add personal storage to this and you have 30-50 days of storage in an 
emergency. That is 4-7 weeks of storage. Every household is different so do the math for your 
home and use. 
. 
Eventually we hope to get grants to cost share these improvements with landowners and 
possible pay for 50% of more of each project. Over the past 10 years the City has secured funds 
to assist with sewage system improvements with support from the Trinidad Bay Watershed 
Council (TBWC). This was a very successful project that helped clean up Trinidad Bay. 
 
Another fact to recognize is that Personal use of water in Trinidad has increased with changed 
demographics.  A Study done by previous Mayor Mr. Lin provided data for consideration in the  
Moss Subdivision in upper Luffenholtz that showed a 30% increase in personal use of water 
over the past 20 years; it was felt by Mr Lin that this was due to the shift from small families in 
town to more retirees with more time on their hands to irrigate landscaping and wash 
driveways down. Also the shift to Short Term Rentals that have large water use in the dry 
season. It is time to be more conservative with water use. There is lots of talk about climate 
change and our personal carbon footprint. In this case it is our personal water use footprint. 
Most of the literature available suggests that reasonable daily use per person should be about 
50-100 gallons per day per person. Check your use by dividing your water use by the number of 
days per month and see where you are at.  
 
There are many incentives to add distributed water storage. For installation of tanks at a house 
there is no permit for 5,000 gallon tanks or smaller and it is not taxed as a property 
improvement.  
 
In addition, no matter what our source is for water, more tank storage (city 300,000 gallons 
proposed) and at the house site and fixing leaks makes sense. Loosing 26-40% of the processed 
water through leaky pipes is a waste of money and water. The City has submitted grants to 
correct this. 
 
In 2008 the recommendation from the City Engineer was that tying into the HBMWD pipeline 
was estimated to cost $5 million and that the customer base was not sufficient to do that 
without a major increase in water rates. They recommended at that time to stay with 
Luffenholtz. Currently there is no estimate on the impact on water rates even though the cost 
to connect to HBMWD is now estimated by engineers at $6-9 million. 
 
Utilizing the upslope Franciscan gravity flow springs (which I have written about before) would 
allow for major water quality improvements to the water system in the winter and there is also 
opportunity for a Small hydro system with a redundant spring fed line in that could reduce 
water rates by saving electricity. 
 
Water rates are based on construction and permitting costs as well as Operation and 
maintenance costs. The Costs to run the plant include staff time, chemicals, equipment 
maintenance, gravel gallery renewal, and clarification elements. 



 
The last point is about community. Do these decisions affect the whole community or just those 
in the city limits.  For the past 14 years our community of stakeholders has been working 
together in our TBWC. We have leveraged over $12 million dollars to fix septic systems, clean 
up bad roads and reduce sedimentation, reduce storm water runoff and much more. We did 
this by working together as a community. Our watershed council is a place where we all work 
together for the benefit of the watershed, the bay and all who live here. This has been a team 
effort and suggestions that we are separate entities and should only look out for ourselves 
leads to conflict rather than solutions. 
 
I remain committed to seeking solutions for our whole community. Thank you. 
 
Steve Madrone 
5th District County Supervisor 
 
 
 



From: Dwight Miller
To: Trinidad City Clerk; Steve Ladwig; Tom Davies; Jack West; Richard Clompus; David Grover
Cc: Trinidad City Manager
Subject: Vote Yes for HBMWD connection
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:10:43 PM

Vote Yes for HBMWD connection on Oct 12, 2021

Gentlemen-

Please vote for a shared contract for water from the HBMWD.

You know my opinion. I assume you'll take the time to read a very short summary of
my reasons.

1) Focus on the problem:  
From now on, our predictions of stream flow from Luffenholtz are less reliable than
previously.  The best-statistical-practices by our local hydrologist expert and a retired
biologist (& Marine Lab Director) use methods that have been very predictive in the
past.  Recent climate science tells us that the spread of uncertainty in those
predictions is much greater.  The most recent climate models predicting the rainfall
show that there may be more rain than former models predict, and there may be
less rain. We cannot rely on former predictions.

Luffenholtz now has a higher probability of going "dry" (below 0.15 cfs) in the dry
season.

2) What plan do you, as the legally responsible stewards of our water
supply, have for increasing supply?

A. Use the existing reservoir of Ruth Lake, using clean (pre-treated) Mad River water,
to give us a (nearly) guaranteed base flow of water during our dry season.
The HBMWD pipeline plan has cost and time-to-completion that are well-understood. 
The cost now is roughly half of what we previously considered unaffordable, if we had
to pay for it alone. When we last rejected the HBMWD plan, it seemed too costly
relative to a projected sufficient supply of Luffenholtz water.  We can no longer
expect sufficient water in the dry season from Luffenholtz.  The cost of HBMWD
today will be much less than trucked in water, and less costly than hoped-for
water from catchment basins above Luffenholtz.  GHD engineers have stated
that in today's report.
Please, be professional.  You have an ethical and fiduciary duty to give us a supply
buffer against dry taps.

B. Use conceptual leaky-catchment basins uphill of Luffenholtz.  We have been
assured by Steve Madrone that these will be less expensive than HBMWD water. 
How can you, or we, be assured by this one, non-professional cost estimate?  Have
you sought out a second opinion and professional evaluation? That opinion should
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evaluate not just the cost of catchment basins, but all the costs of design, land
acquisition, permitting, etc.  There are a huge number of unknowns for this concept. 
We will not know the cost and time-to-completion for many years.  Is it responsible
to gamble on this solution?  It has the feel-good merit of "self-sufficiency", but it is
not a well-defined plan.  It is a concept that we are hoping works.  It is useful as a
thought-experiment to allow some of us to use "confirmation bias". (... how people
can "confirm" what they want (usually without factual basis).

C. Other proposed options are not.  Hooking up later to HBMWD, if we need it, will
not be cheaper.  Ask HBMWD.

3. The elephant-in-the-room.  Many local people have very strong feelings
against HBMWD.
a. Their prescription is DO NOT GET MORE WATER FROM HBMWD.
Their reasons vary ... including believing that not partnering with the Rancheria will
help their opposition to the hotel.  For that, it is likely that the Rancheria will get
HBMWD water anyway, in 2 days, by contract with HBMWD.

b. Other reasons center on concern about growth, mostly outside Trinidad, fueled by
excess water from HBMWD.  Those concerns are stated in general terms, about
preserving their present bucolic life. Careful reasoning puts those concerns to rest:
a. septic limitations in all local areas restrict growth to the number-of-people per
parcel allowed by parcel size.

c. Concerns that a recent state law (SB 200) will allow rampant growth are
unfounded.  The law requires excess water from a municipal system to be made
available to nearby residents, to be paid by them,  if they demonstrate need.  It does
not specify unlimited water.  The water would bev to each septic-limited parcel.  No
uncontrolled growth.

Thank you for your careful attention..  This is not hype or exaggeration.  

We have a dry-season problem.

What is YOUR reasoned solution?

Dwight Miller



From: Marijane Poulton
To: Gabe Adams
Subject: Yes to HBMWD
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 2:12:24 PM

I vote yes to HBMWD water line for Trinidad. 
Thanks

Marijane Poulton 
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From: Dianne Rowland
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Water Pipeline
Date: Monday, October 11, 2021 8:14:59 PM

Checking in to voice my vote regarding the water pipeline. I think it is too costly considering that the economy is on
the brink of collapse.  Not only that, Trinidad is a unique small coastal town.  That specialness would be in jeopardy
by increasing the size of the town with a large amount of development.  Also, hiked up water rates for locals would
be difficult at this time since our water rates are already quite high due to the fairly recent upgrades by the water
district.

Finally, I think the system Steve Madrone presented would be more viable at this time and definitely a low tech
option which would help sustain us into the future.

Thanks,
D. Rowland

Sent from my iPad
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From: Carrie Varela
To: Trinidad City Clerk; Steve Ladwig; Tom Davies; Jack West; Richard Clompus; David Grover
Cc: citymanager@trinidad.ca.gov; Dwight Miller
Subject: Vote Yes for HBMWD connection on Oct 12, 2021
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 12:14:07 PM

Hi there, 
 
I am Carrie Varela, water customer at 708 Underwood Drive in Trinidad, CA and I am
in support of the HBMWD initiative.  Feel free to contact me with any questions or
should you need additional information.  
 
Sincerely,
Carrie Varela
 
--
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From: Ron Zemel
To: cityclerk@trinidad.ca.gov
Subject: Proposed water line
Date: Tuesday, October 12, 2021 1:07:15 PM

I wholeheartedly agree with Steve Madrone's assessment. Whether the council agrees to go ahead or not with this
proposal ,the improvement of the existing system has to be addressed and improved. If The severe drought that we
are experiencing is with us for years to come The pie in the sky safety net , Ruth Lake, will also suffer. Water rates
will skyrocket. Now is a opportunity to be innovative and self reliant and come together as a community and not
rely on another source for our most basic need.

Sincerely
Ron Zemel
land owner and resident for over 35 years

Sent from my iPad
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